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Introducing Mairi Chong … 
After graduating from medical school, Mairi qualified as a general practitioner. She found the grittier side to medicine 
especially rewarding, working for homeless practices before gaining a partnership in a semi-rural practice in the northeast 
of Scotland. Having taken early retirement, Mairi now writes full-time and lives in Aberdeenshire with her horses, cats, 
husband and son. Death by Appointment is the first book in the Dr Cathy Moreland series.

What encouraged you to turn your hand to writing fiction? 
I used to work as a doctor but following the devastating personal diagnosis of bipolar disorder I was forced to take a career 
break. At first, I thought that I might be able to continue working part-time as a general practitioner at least. It was a job 
that I loved and had spent many years training to do, but after several debilitating relapses in mental health, I decided to 
stop clinical work completely. My days went from being high stress but hugely fulfilling, to nothing overnight. It was a very 
difficult time. Fortunately, an understanding psychiatrist suggested I try some creative therapy. I couldn’t paint to save my life 
so I had a try at writing! It was a pivotal moment for me. I feel so lucky to have found my second vocation really. 

Tell us about the inspiration behind the Dr Cathy Moreland Mysteries.
They say to write what you know and that’s what I’ve done! I hope that my knowledge of a clinician’s life will give the books a satisfying authenticity. The 
setting of a semi-rural Scottish medical practice, allows Dr Cathy Moreland to meet a multitude of interesting and diverse people and she is placed in many 
potentially perilous situations, having to make life or death decisions about her patients, and herself, if I’m feeling particularly cruel! I hope that gifting her 
the same mental health disorder as myself also, will help destigmatise the illness to some extent, allowing readers to see the alternative and unique way 
of thinking that comes with bipolar. Having committed to writing from such a personal perspective, I feel it only fair to demonstrate how debilitating the 
disease can be. 

Introduce us to Cathy. 
In Death by Appointment, a trip to the Scottish coastal hamlet of Kinnaven seems the perfect retreat for Dr Cathy Moreland after the recent diagnosis of 
bipolar disorder. But village life is far from idyllic. The local doctor is receiving threatening anonymous letters, petty thefts have occurred and, although not 
thought to be suspicious by the police, two people die unexpectedly. Cathy is drawn into investigating when she is told of a historical tragedy that occurred 
in the village exactly 30 years ago. Could there be a murderer in their midst and will Cathy put herself in danger trying to uncover the truth?

What’s your favourite quality about her? 
I love Cathy’s doggedness. She’s been through the mill and comes close to breaking but she has a fire in her that is impossible to 
extinguish. Above all, she wants to continue working as a GP and looking after her patients. A few murders won’t get in her way!

Does Cathy’s experiences as a doctor help her detective work? 
I’d say that being a doctor and a detective isn’t that dissimilar. Both are trained to be highly attuned to their surroundings, both 
notice the smallest cues and pick up on unvoiced prompts. To do well, both also need a good deal of tact!

What are you looking forward to most about hearing Death by Appointment in audio? 
I listen to audiobooks a lot myself…and believe that it’s a wonderful medium to get across the meaning of your words.  
Sometimes I’ll read my work aloud to myself, particularly in the structural editing stages, so that I can hear if the sentences  
have a rhythm to them. Often if you trip up on a word, it needs looking at again. So, hearing someone else reading my book 
will be a treat.

Introducing Harini Nagendra… 
Harini Nagendra is a Professor of Sustainability at Azim Premji University. Her non-fiction books include Cities and Canopies 
and Nature in the City, but The Bangalore Detectives Club is her first fiction novel.

Tell us about the inspiration behind The Bangalore Detectives Club. 
As an academic researching the ecological history of Bangalore, I had worked on a number of archives about the history of 
Bangalore. I kept coming across fascinating vignettes that were unrelated to the city’s ecology, but which I longed to share 
more widely. Then one day in mid-2007, my main protagonist, Kaveri, popped into my head, demanding that I write a book 
about her. I have heard so many stories about older women in the family, from my mother’s grandmother, who was an 
incredibly strong and interesting woman who was a local herbal practitioner and even acted as a midwife on occasions, to my 
husband’s aunt, who used to swim in a sari in the 1930s. And I had always wanted to write a mystery novel of my own, just 
because I love reading them.

What makes 1920s Bangalore an interesting setting? 
Bangalore is a fascinating city – very cosmopolitan, diverse, and still very open and accepting of people from all kinds of 
cultures and backgrounds. It’s also a visually stunning city with lakes, gardens, tree-lined avenues, and majestic colonial red 

and white buildings with wooden monkey tops. And then there are the inner streets where the poor live...I wanted to showcase this city as a melting pot for 
the fusion and exchange of ideas across cultures and divides. 

Introduce us to Kaveri. 
Kaveri, a young woman who is just 19, moved from a smaller town to the big cosmopolitan city of Bangalore a little while before the book begins.  
She...has had an arranged marriage to Ramu, an up and coming young doctor working in a British hospital. Kaveri is a strong feminist who loves swimming, 
mathematics, and reading detective fiction – and soon adds driving a car to that list. Soon after the book begins, she attends a party with her husband Ramu at 
the Century Club, and stumbles into a murder scene...She gets pulled into the case almost immediately and discovers a great deal about herself in the process, 
as she falls in love with her husband, makes new friends, and establishes a reputation as the new woman detective in town.  

How did you go about researching the historical setting behind the book? 
Archival material can only tell you what people did – they’re not as good a source to know what people thought or felt. And my 
story is largely about the Indian people, who are much less represented in the archives, which largely focus on the British in India. 
For those, I’ve used biographies of Indian family members who lived around the same time period in Bangalore...I also turned to my 
mother and other older relatives for additional stories...My father’s father was actually born...in 1897. I have a diary of his, where he 
talks about his parents and grandparents, and talks of some of the incidents that were very meaningful in his life. When I began to 
mine these and other family memories, I found rich information that helped me add texture to my story, reimagining and recasting 
them into the book. 

What are you looking forward to most about hearing The Bangalore Detectives Club in audio? 
Over the past two years of the pandemic, I have started listening to many more audiobooks...mainly during evening walks. A good 
narrator can really bring the book alive, plunging you right into the middle of the story like the (proverbial) fly on the wall. I’m looking 
forward to experiencing The Bangalore Detectives Club in a very intimate sensorial way through the audiobook, hearing my characters 
speak to each other, and imagining Bangalore city in colonial times through sound and cadence. 
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Kate Bendelow
Shattered Bones
SOCO Maya Barton is called to a canal where a heavily decomposed male 
body has been discovered. A bank card belonging to Trevor Dawlish is 
found in the cadaver’s pocket, and the name matches that of a missing 
person. All seems straightforward – until Trevor’s wife phones the police 
to say that Trevor has returned home, leaving Maya and the team 
wondering who the unknown male is. When it’s revealed that the male 
was dead before he entered the water, Maya finds herself with a murder 
on her hands. But when another body is discovered, the case becomes 
further complicated. The hope is that facial reconstruction of the first 
victim will help solve the mystery – but it may lead Maya and her team 
down an even darker path.
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Robert Fabbri
Alexander’s Legacy: An Empty Throne
The cause of Alexander the Great’s sudden death is no longer in doubt – 
it was murder. But by whom? As his former followers struggle for power, 
the bonds of family, friendship and political loyalties are tested to the 
limit. As is the strength of the formidable empire that Alexander had 
wrought. Never before has the Western world seen such turmoil, such a 
threat to civilisation. As battles rage, armies, cities and thousands of lives 
are destroyed by the ruthless scheming of those who would be King. Or 
Queen. Could a marriage be the one thing to bring the broken strands 
of the empire back together, preventing years of further warfare? Will a 
woman succeed where no man can?
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Read by Peter Kenny

11 hours 10 minutes

ADVENTURE SUSPENSE

Joanne Burn
The Hemlock Cure
Perfect for readers of Hamnet

It is 1665 and the women of Eyam keep many secrets. Isabel Frith, the 
village midwife, walks a dangerous line with her herbs and remedies. 
There are men in the village who speak of witchcraft, and Isabel has 
a past to hide. So she tells nobody her fears about Wulfric, the pious, 
reclusive apothecary. Mae, Wulfric’s youngest daughter, dreads her 
father’s rage if he discovers what she keeps from him. Like her feelings 
for Rafe, Isabel’s ward, or the fact that she studies from Wulfric’s books 
at night. But others have secrets too... When Mae makes a horrifying 
discovery, Isabel is the only person she can turn to. But helping Mae will 
place them both in unimaginable peril. And meanwhile another danger is 
on its way from London. One that threatens to engulf them all...
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Read by Kristin Atherton

10 hours 15 minutes

HISTORICAL FICTION

Cathy Bramley
The Summer That Changed Us
The sparkling seaside village of Merle Bay, with its beautiful beach 
scattered with seaglass, is a place where anyone can have a fresh start. 
For Katie, it is the perfect hideout after a childhood trauma left her feeling 
exposed. For Robyn, the fresh sea air is helping to heal her scars, but 
maybe not her marriage. For Grace, a new start could help her move on 
from a heartbreaking loss. When they meet on Seaglass Beach one day, 
they form an instant bond and soon they’re sharing prosecco, laughter – 
and even their biggest secrets...Together, the women feel stronger than 
ever before. So can their friendship help them face old fears and find 
happy endings – as well as new beginnings?

Read by Colleen Prendergast

10 hours 25 minutes

GENERAL FICTION
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Jenni Hicks
One Day in April
On Saturday 15th April 1989, Jenni Hicks, her husband Trevor, and their 
two daughters Sarah and Vicki went to watch a football match. It was 
to be their last day as a family. Sarah and Vicki didn’t come home, and 
Jenni’s world was changed forever. Since that fateful day, Jenni has 
tirelessly campaigned for justice for her own and others’ families. This is a 
story of what came before and after the Hillsborough tragedy: a mother’s 
love, her unimaginable bravery, a flame of hope that never died, and a 
decades-long quest for justice. With the final court cases coming to a 
conclusion in spring 2021, Jenni’s role as the longest-serving committee 
member of the Hillsborough Family Support Group is coming to an end 
– and she can finally give herself permission to grieve solely as a mother, 
rather than as a campaigner.
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Read by Sue Johnston

7 hours 30 minutes

AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Stephen Leather
Killing Time
Serial killers never retire. They just go on hiatus. The urge to kill is always 
there, bubbling below the surface. Billy and Charlie thought their killing 
days were behind them. They used to be prolific life-takers, but old age 
finally caught up with them. Now they are ending their days in a dismal 
nursing home in Blackpool, with only their memories to keep them going. 
Memories of murder and mutilation. But when Archie turns up at the 
home, everything changes. Archie is a breath of fresh air and he puts new 
life into Billy and Charlie – and before long they realise that it’s time to 
start killing again.
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Read by Paul Thornley

7 hours 35 minutes

THRILLER

Araminta Hall
Hidden Depths
‘A stunning read exploring female empowerment and love, set 
aboard the Titanic. Part fiction, part history, all heart’

Louise Beech

1912. Lily is pregnant, travelling on the Titanic with her husband, 
maid and doctor so that she can give birth near her beloved family in 
the United States. But her husband Henry is not the man he claims to 
be – and it dawns on Lily that she is more prisoner than passenger. 
When she meets widower Lawrence, she knows he’s her final chance for 
help. But Lawrence is the only person aboard this unsinkable ship who 
already knows that he will not disembark in New York. Bereft without his 
beloved Cissy, he has decided to end his life. For the sake of his young  
son  Alec, he intends to stage an apparently accidental fall overboard 
amidst the majestic icebergs of 
the North Atlantic. Can Lily and 
Lawrence help each other to 
safety, before it’s too late?
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Read by Alexa Morden

9 hours 15 minutes

SUSPENSE

Alex Gray
Echo of the Dead
The latest installment in the bestselling DSI Lorimer series

After a stressful winter, DSI William Lorimer is enjoying some time away 
from Glasgow. He and his new friend, Daniel Kohi, have retreated to 
the wilds of the Scottish Highlands to unwind. But what awaits them is 
far from a holiday. Despite its troubled history, the mountain village of 
Glencoe is now a popular resort, famed for its close-knit community, its 
breath-taking scenery and the warm welcome it offers weary travellers. 
So it’s particularly shocking when two bodies are discovered in quick 
succession on the nearby peaks... With a potential serial killer on the 
loose, Lorimer’s Major Incidents Team are drafted in from Glasgow. It’s 
clear that a dark secret lurks beneath the wild beauty of this place. But 
will Lorimer manage to root it out before the killer strikes again?
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Read by David Monteath

10 hours 15 minutes

MYSTERY
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Michael J. Malone
Quicksand of Memory
Jenna is trying to rebuild her life after a series of disastrous relationships. 
Luke is struggling to provide a safe, loving home for his deceased 
partner’s young son, following a devastating tragedy. When Jenna 
and Luke meet and fall in love, they are certain they can achieve the 
stability and happiness they both desperately need. And yet, someone is 
watching... Someone who has been scarred by past events. Someone who 
will stop at nothing to get revenge...
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Sandi Toksvig
Valentine Grey
London, 1897. A young girl, Valentine Grey, arrives in England. She’s 
been brought up in the remote and sunny climes of India and finds being 
forced into corsets and skirts in a damp and cold country insufferable. The 
only bright spot: her exciting cousin, Reggie. Reggie, and his lover Frank 
seek out the adventure the clandestine bars and streets of London offer 
and are happy to include Valentine in their secret. And then comes the 
Boer War and Reggie’s father volunteers him. But it won’t be Reggie who 
dons the Volunteer Regiment’s garb. Valentine takes her chance, puts on 
her cousin’s uniform, leaving Reggie behind and heads off to war. And for 
a long while it’s glorious and liberating for both of the cousins, but war 
is not glorious and in Victorian London homosexuality is not liberating...

Read by Joanna Bending & 
Peter Kenny

10 hours 40 minutes

HISTORICAL FICTION
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Read by Stephen Armstrong

2 hours 40 minutes

MYSTERY

Chris McDonald
Dead in the Water
The Stonebridge Regatta is looming. The town’s annual face-off against 
neighbouring Meadowfield is usually a weekend filled with sunshine, 
laughter and camaraderie. This year is different. A week before the race, 
the body of Stonebridge team captain Matthew Henderson is found dead 
in the water. The police file his passing as a tragic accident however, his 
grieving widow disagrees and suspects foul play is involved. She enlists 
the help of Adam and Colin, the town’s amateur (self-proclaimed) private 
detectives to unearth the truth. Did Matthew simply slip and fall into the 
water, or is there more to his death below the surface?

Catriona Ward
Sundial
Rob fears for her daughters. For Callie, who collects tiny bones and 
whispers to imaginary friends. For Annie, because she fears what Callie 
might do to her. Rob sees a darkness in Callie, one that reminds her of 
the family she left behind. She decides to take Callie back to her 
childhood home, to Sundial, deep in the Mojave Desert. And there she will 
have to make a terrible choice. Callie is afraid of her mother. Rob has 
begun to look at her strangely. To tell her secrets about her past that both 
disturb and excite her. And Callie is beginning to wonder if only one of 
them will leave Sundial alive...

Read by Katherine Fenton 

13 hours

HORROR
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Jendella Benson
Hope and Glory
Glory arrives back in Peckham, from her seemingly-glamorous life in LA, 
to mourn the sudden death of her father, and finds her previously close 
family has fallen apart in her absence. Her brother, Victor, has been jailed; 
her sister, Faith, appears to have lost her independence and ambition; and 
their mother, Celeste, is headed towards a breakdown. Glory is thrown by 
their disarray, and rather than returning to America she decides to stay 
and try to bring them all together again. However, when she unearths a 
huge family secret, Glory risks losing everyone she truly cares about in 
her pursuit of the truth.
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Read by Kelechi Okafor

10 hours 45 minutes

GENERAL FICTION

Kjell Ola Dahl
Little Drummer
When a woman is found dead in her car in a Norwegian parking garage, 
everyone suspects an overdose...until a forensics report indicates that 
she was murdered. Oslo Detectives Frølich and Gunnarstranda discover 
that the victim’s Kenyan scientist boyfriend has disappeared, and their 
investigations soon lead them into the shady world of international 
pharmaceutical deals. While Gunnarstranda closes in on the killers 
in Norway, Frølich and Lise, his new journalist ally, travel to Africa, 
where they make a series of shocking discoveries about exploitation 
and corruption in the distribution of foreign aid and essential HIV 
medications. When tragedy unexpectedly strikes, all three investigators 
face incalculable danger, spanning two continents. And not everyone will 
make it out alive...

Read by Nina Yndis

8 hours 10 minutes

MYSTERY
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Read by Annie Aldington

10 hours 10 minutes

NON-FICTION / CRIME
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Caitlin Davies
Queens of the Underworld
A Journey into the Lives of Female Crooks

Robin Hood, Dick Turpin, Ronnie Biggs, the Krays... All have become 
folk heroes, glamorised and romanticised, even when they killed. But 
where are their female equivalents? Where are the street robbers, gang 
leaders, diamond thieves, gold smugglers and bank robbers? Queens of  
the Underworld reveals the incredible story of female crooks from the  
17th century to the present. From Moll Cutpurse to the Black Boy Alley 
Ladies, from jewel thief Emily Lawrence to bandit leader Elsie Carey and 
burglar Zoe Progl, these were charismatic women at the top of their 
game. But female criminals have long been dismissed as either not ‘real 
women’ or not ‘real criminals’, and in the process their stories have  
been lost.

NF

Dirk Cussler
The Devil’s Sea
Tibet, 1959. In the turmoil of the Communist takeover of the mountain 
kingdom, a Buddhist artefact of immense importance appears to have 
been lost to history. Until, 60 years later, clues to its survival emerged 
from the wreckage of a cargo plane discovered deep beneath the surface 
of the Philippine Sea... NUMA Director Dirk Pitt and his old friend Al 
Giordino already have their hands full dealing with the recovery of a top 
secret hypersonic missile that went down in the Luzon Strait. Especially 
when it becomes clear that a rogue Chinese military team has its sights 
set on the same prize. And that, after making their own earth-shattering 
discovery about what lies below the waves, they’re prepared to go to any 
lengths to ensure that they possess it. Any lengths at all.
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Read by Jeff Harding

10 hours 25 minutes

ADVENTURE SUSPENSE
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First Born
From the acclaimed author of The Last Thing to Burn

Molly lives a quiet, contained life in London. Naturally risk averse, she 
gains comfort from security and structure. Every day the same. Her 
identical twin Katie is her exact opposite: gregarious and spontaneous. 
They used to be inseparable, until Katie moved to New York a year ago. 
Molly still speaks to her daily without fail. But when Molly learns that 
Katie has died suddenly in New York, she is thrown into unfamiliar 
territory. Katie is part of her DNA. As terrifying as it is, she must go there 
and find out what happened. As she tracks her twin’s last movements, 
cracks begin to emerge. Nothing is what it seems. And a web of deceit 
is closing around her.

Graham Hurley
Intermission
The world is struggling in the face of a relentless virus. When Hayden 
Prentice develops symptoms during a stay in his native Portsmouth, Enora 
Andressen and her son Malo must do their best to save his life. Because 
H, already in deep financial jeopardy, trusts no one. Except his kith and 
kin. But survival comes at a savage price. Not just the fortune that Enora 
must somehow raise to pay for his home nursing, but the murderous 
attentions of a stalker from H’s past, determined to pay him one last visit 
and exact vengeance for a long-ago debt of blood...
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MP3
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Read by Julia Franklin

10 hours 30 minutes

MYSTERY

Read by Susie Riddell

9 hours

THRILLER
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Robert Gold
Twelve Secrets
Ben Harper’s life changed for ever the day his older brother Nick was 
murdered by two classmates. It was a crime that shocked the nation and 
catapulted Ben’s family and their idyllic hometown, Haddley, into the 
spotlight. Twenty years on, Ben is one of the best true crime journalists 
in the country and happily settled back in Haddley, thanks to the support 
of its close-knit community. But when a fresh murder case shines new 
light on his brother’s death and throws suspicion on those closest to him, 
Ben’s world is turned upside down once more. He’s about to discover 
that Haddley is a town full of secrets. No one is as they seem. Everyone 
has something to hide. And someone will go to any length to keep the 
truth buried...
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Read by George Weightman

9 hours 20 minutes

MYSTERY

Charlie Higson
Whatever Gets You Through  
the Night
Most people travel to Corfu to escape the real world and embrace the 
fantasy of sparkling blue water under a warm sun. But not McIntyre. 
McIntyre’s a fixer, specialising in getting people out of places they don’t 
want to be with the minimum of fuss, publicity and violence. The job in 
Corfu should be easy – spring, Lauren, a 15-year-old schoolgirl, from the 
luxury compound of the tech billionaire, Julian Hepworth. Hepworth’s 
young, handsome and charismatic – he’s also a suspected paedophile, 
who, under the guise of training a girls’ tennis team, has set up an 
abusive cult. But as McIntyre sets up his operation in the exclusive north-
eastern corner of the island, things quickly start to slip out of his control. 
Can McIntyre play the different factions off against each other and get 
Lauren to safety without things 
going horribly wrong?
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Read by the Author

12 hours 25 minutes

CRIME
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Leigh Russell
Death Rope
For fans of Peter James, Faith Martin and LJ Ross

Mark Abbott is dead. His sister refuses to believe it was suicide, but only 
Detective Sergeant Geraldine Steel will listen. When other members of 
Mark’s family disappear, Geraldine’s suspicions are confirmed. Taking a 
risk, Geraldine finds herself confronted by an adversary deadlier than any 
she has faced before... Her boss Ian is close, but will he arrive in time to 
save her, or is this the end for Geraldine Steel?

Heather Young
The Distant Dead
Sal Prentiss, orphaned and burdened with a terrible secret, just wants 
a place to belong. Sal lives with his uncles on a desolate ranch in the 
hills and finds himself at the centre of a brutal murder mystery when 
he discovers the body of his maths teacher, charred almost beyond 
recognition, half a mile from his uncles’ compound. In the seven 
months he worked at Lovelock’s middle school, the quiet and seemingly 
unremarkable Adam Merkel had formed a bond with Sal and was one of 
the few people to look out for the boy. Nora Wheaton, the school’s social 
studies teacher, sensed a kindred spirit in Adam. After his death, she 
delves into his past for clues to who killed him. Sal’s grief seems shaded 
with fear, and Nora suspects he knows more than he’s telling about his 
teacher’s death.
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Read by Laurel Lefkow
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Read by Zara Ramm

9 hours 25 minutes

MYSTERY
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Harini Nagendra
The Bangalore Detectives’ Club
When clever, headstrong Kaveri moves to Bangalore to marry doctor 
Ramu, she’s resigned herself to a quiet life. But that all changes the night 
of the party at the Century Club, where she escapes to the garden for 
some peace – and instead spots an uninvited guest in the shadows. Half 
an hour later, the party turns into a murder scene. When a vulnerable 
woman is connected to the crime, Kaveri becomes determined to save 
her and launches a private investigation to find the killer. She soon finds 
that sleuthing in a sari isn’t as hard as it seems when you have a talent 
for maths, a head for logic and a doctor for a husband. And she’s going 
to need them all as the case leads her deeper into a hotbed of danger, 
sedition and intrigue in Bangalore’s darkest alleyways...

Bella Osborne
The Girls
In the 1970s, The Girls were best friends sharing a house and good times: 
Zara the famous diva actor, Val the uptight solicitor, Jackie the wild child 
and Pauline the quirky introvert. Now they’re in their twilight years, and 
Zara suggests that they live with her to support each other through old 
age. Initially, being housemates again is just as much fun as in their 
heyday. But then Zara reveals the real reason she asked them to move in 
with her, and suddenly things take a sinister turn. As the women confront 
their demons they come under the spotlight of the press, the police and 
an angry parrot. With their lives spiralling out of control can they save 
their friendships and each other?

Read by Radhika Aggarwal

8 hours 15 minutes

HISTORICAL MYSTERY
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Read by Charlotte Worthing

10 hours 30 minutes
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Louise Beech
Nothing Else
Heather Harris is a piano teacher and professional musician, whose quiet 
life revolves around music, whose memories centre on a single song 
that haunts her. A song she longs to perform again. A song she wrote 
as a child, to drown out the violence in their home. A song she played 
with her little sister, Harriet. But Harriet is gone...she disappeared when 
their parents died, and Heather never saw her again. When Heather is 
offered an opportunity to play piano on a cruise ship, she leaps at the 
chance. She’ll read her recently released childhood care records by day 
– searching for clues to her sister’s disappearance – and play piano by 
night...coming to terms with the truth about a past she’s done everything 
to forget.

CD
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Read by Sarah Durham &  
Willow Nash

9 hours 25 minutes

GENERAL FICTION

Sharon Bolton
The Dark
When a baby is snatched from its pram and cast into the river Thames, 
off-duty police officer Lacey Flint is there to prevent disaster. But who 
would want to hurt a child? DCI Mark Joesbury has been expecting this. 
Monitoring a complex network of dark web sites, Joesbury and his team 
have spotted a new terrorist threat from the extremist, women-hating, 
group known as ‘incels’ or ‘involuntary celibates’. Joesbury’s team are 
trying to infiltrate the ring of power at its core, but the dark web is built 
for anonymity, and the incel army is vast. Pressure builds when the team 
learns the snatched child was just the first in a series of violent attacks 
designed to terrorise women. Worse, the leaders of the movement seem 
to have singled out Lacey as the embodiment of everything they hate, 
placing her in terrible danger...

9
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Lucy Dillon
After the Rain
First, the clouds... Tara Hunter is a therapist on a mission to restore 
Longhampton’s community spirit after catastrophic flooding. But with 
her boyfriend AWOL, her family fragmented, and only a cat for company, 
Tara’s own life is crumbling. Then the storm... On top of everything, Tara’s 
father – last seen as he walked out on her when she was ten years old 
– is suddenly back, with a surprising offer that could change everything. 
And after the rain... Dr David Dalloway is Longhampton Wellness Centre’s 
new star counsellor. He’s charming, caring and has a knack for reading 
people’s minds – which is the last thing Tara needs right now. Will having 
David and her dad around make for a bigger storm on the horizon? Or is 
this Tara’s chance for a fresh start?

CD
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1 D/L

Read by Charlotte Worthing

11 hours 40 minutes

GENERAL FICTION

Mick Herron
Bad Actors
A governmental think-tank, whose remit is to curb the independence 
of the intelligence service, has lost one of its key members, and Claude 
Whelan – one-time head of MI5’s Regent’s Park – is tasked with tracking 
her down. But the trail leads straight back to the Park itself, with Diana 
Taverner as chief suspect. Has Diana overplayed her hand at last? What’s 
her Russian counterpart doing in London? And does Jackson Lamb know 
more than he’s telling? Over at Slough House the slow horses are doing 
what they do best, and adding a little bit of chaos to an already unstable 
situation... There are bad actors everywhere, and they usually get their 
comeuppance before the credits roll. But politics is a dirty business, and in 
a world where lying, cheating and backstabbing are the norm, sometimes 
the good guys can find themselves outgunned.
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Read by Seán Barrett

10 hours 15 minutes
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Read by Lisa Coleman

11 hours 15 minutes

MYSTERY
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Conn Iggulden
The Lion
After the gods, after the myths and legends, came the world 
of men – and in the front rank stood Pericles.
Enter Pericles – the Lion of Athens. Behind him lies the greatest city of the 
ancient world. Before him stands the ferocious Persian army. Both sides 
are spoiling for war. But Pericles knows one thing: to fight a war you must 
first win the peace. It’s time for a hero to rise. For his enemies to tremble. 
And for a city to shine like a beacon...

Chris McDonald
Meat is Murder
McNulty’s Meats, one of Stonebridge’s oldest businesses, is about to be 
taken over in a lucrative deal that would make brothers Ron and Kevin 
very rich men indeed. Unfortunately for them, local activist Tyler Love has 
other ideas. Convinced that the deal would be bad for the town, he burns 
the business to the ground and inadvertently kills himself in the process. 
As least, that’s what the police think. Tyler’s mum disagrees and pleads 
with amateur sleuths Adam and Colin to investigate. Although, going up 
against the psychopathic McNulty brothers, a rival businessman, a group 
of hippies, and a girlfriend with secrets of her own might not be such  
a good idea... Someone has something to hide, and will go to great 
lengths to keep that secret buried.
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J.D. Robb
Abandoned in Death
Say goodnight, baby darling

Three young women have gone missing. They’re all pretty, mid-twenties 
– someone clearly has a type. But no one links their disappearances 
until the first – Lauren Elder – is found lying peacefully on a bench in 
a children’s playground. She is neatly dressed with a wide black velvet 
ribbon covering where her neck has been precisely slit. Her hands 
are folded over a childish sign on which is written in black crayon –  
BAD MOMMY. Lt Eve Dallas and her team are brought in to investigate 
Lauren’s murder and uncover the links to the other two women. Can 
they find out enough about the missing women and unmask their captor 
before they kill again...?

Vanessa Savage
The Night They Vanished
At 30, Hanna has finally decided she’s better off without her family. 
They hold her responsible for the incident that ruined their lives 14 years 
ago and they’ve barely spoken since. But then, whilst browsing a true 
crime website, she sees her family home listed as the site of a brutal 
murder. Number of victims: three. Date of crime: today. When the police 
investigate, they find no bodies, but the house is abandoned. Hanna’s 
family have disappeared. To find them, Hanna will have to confront what 
happened all those years ago. And the person determined to make her 
pay for it...

Reader to be confirmed

13 hours 15 minutes

CRIME
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Read by Lowri Walton

11 hours 10 minutes
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Read by Stephen Armstrong

2 hours 45 minutes

MYSTERY
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Reader to be confirmed

13 hours 15 minutes
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COVER TO BE REVEALED

COVER TO BE REVEALED
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Heidi Swain
The Summer Fair
Beth loves her job working in a care home, but she doesn’t love the 
cramped and dirty house-share she currently lives in. So, when she gets 
the opportunity to move to Nightingale Square, sharing a house with 
the lovely Eli, she jumps at the chance. The community at Nightingale 
Square welcomes Beth with open arms, and when she needs help, they 
rally round. Then she discovers The Arches, a local creative arts centre, has 
closed and the venture to replace it needs their help too – but this opens 
old wounds and past secrets for Beth. Music was always an important 
part of her life, but now she has closed the door on all that. Will her 
friends at the care home and the people of Nightingale Square help her 
find a way to learn to love it once more...?
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Read by Karen Cass

10 hours 30 minutes

GENERAL FICTION

Erin Young
The Fields
It starts with a body – a young woman found dead in an Iowa cornfield, 
on one of the few family farms still managing to compete with the giants 
of Big Agriculture. For Sergeant Riley Fisher, newly promoted to head 
of investigations at the Black Hawk County Sheriff’s Office, an already 
horrific crime takes on a personal edge when she discovers the victim 
is an old friend, from a dark past she thought she’d left behind. Rumour 
travels fast in small towns, while sweltering heat and state-wide elections 
only add to the pressure-cooker atmosphere. When another body is 
found, Riley is in danger of being engulfed by the fear and the frenzy. 
Something deeply disturbing is out there – and it reaches far beyond 
Black Hawk County.

Read by Soneela Nankani

10 hours 30 minutes

THRILLER
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Kathy Wang
Impostor Syndrome
In 2006 Julia Lerner is recruited by Russia’s largest intelligence agency. 
By 2018 she’s in Silicon Valley as COO of Tangerine, one of America’s 
most famous technology companies. She funnels intelligence back to the 
motherland, but now Russia’s asking for more and Julia’s getting nervous. 
Alice Lu is a first generation Chinese American whose parents are 
delighted she’s working at Tangerine. One afternoon, while performing 
a server check, Alice discovers some unusual activity, and now she’s 
burdened with two suspicions: Tangerine’s privacy settings aren’t as 
rigorous as the company claims they are, and the person abusing this 
loophole might be Julia Lerner herself. The closer Alice gets to Julia, the 
more Julia questions her own loyalties. Russia may have placed her in the 
Valley, but she’s the one who built her career; isn’t she entitled to protect 
the lifestyle she’s earned?

Read by Laurel Lefkow

11 hours 20 minutes

SUSPENSE
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Rosa Temple
The Slow Lane Walkers Club
Daniel isn’t used to living life in the slow lane. So when he finds himself 
unexpectedly jobless and back in his old Cornish hometown, he can’t 
sit still. Hazel used to be adventurous too. But now widowed and in 
her eighties, she barely leaves the house. When she sees an advert for 
Daniel’s new walking club, she grabs at the chance of some excitement. 
Daniel’s heart sinks when he sees that the only person who’s turned up 
for his walking club is the crazy old lady from two doors down. But what 
he doesn’t expect is to discover that Hazel is one of the most fascinating 
people he’s ever met...

Read by David Thorpe

10 hours 25 minutes

GENERAL FICTION
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Read by Deryn Edwards
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Read by Annie Aldington

12 hours 15 minutes
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Read by Penelope Freeman

9 hours 40 minutes
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Read by Chess Tomlinson
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Kay Brellend
The Workhouse Sisters
After escaping the grip of the workhouse, Lily has kept her fiance’s 
business afloat while he is away fighting on the Western Front. Still 
battling on, she’s now doing her bit for her country as an auxiliary nurse 
– but one thing above all else continues to weigh heavily on her heart: 
her long-lost sister. Born just before her mother died, the scandal was 
hushed-up and the baby spirited away. But now, at last, there is hope 
Lily could find her little sister for she has a clue to go on: the name of 
the notorious baby farmer who bought the child all those years ago. Mrs 
Jolley. Using all her pluck, and with the help of her two friends Margie 
and Fanny, Lily will do anything in her power to find her little sister and 
save her from the dark streets of London. With winter drawing in, and the 
war with no end in sight, will she be able to bring her family together?

Francesca Capaldi
Hope in the Valleys
It’s August 1917 and WW1 continues to take a toll. The villagers of 
Dorcalon try to keep hope alive; but every day brings fresh tragedy as 
more are killed on foreign battlefields. Elizabeth Meredith, daughter of 
mine manager Herbert, enjoys a privileged position in the village, but she 
longs to break free of society’s expectations. Falling in love with miner, 
Gwilym Owen, brings more joy to her life than she’s ever known...until 
she’s forced to choose between her love and her disapproving family. 
Seeking an escape, Elizabeth signs up as a VAD nurse and is swiftly sent 
to help the troops in France, even as her heart breaks at leaving Gwilym 
behind. Separated by society and the Great War, can Elizabeth and 
Gwilym find their way back together again? Or will their love become 
another casualty of war?

Rosie Meddon
Ties That Bind
After a bomb destroys Esme’s London home and kills her son, she moves 
to Woodicombe, her old country house in Devon, to begin the impossible 
task of recuperating. Soon she is drawn back into the world of espionage, 
and as her marriage to Richard starts to crumble, a local airman pulls 
her closer. Meanwhile, Lou awaits confirmation that she can relocate to 
Canada to be with her husband Douglas. Biding her time back home, she 
notices her father behaving strangely and disappearing at odd hours to 
wander the nearby cliffs. With rumours of spies afoot, she needs to learn 
the truth before anyone else does. Lou and Esme still have battles to 
overcome as the war continues. Will Esme betray her wedding vows, or 
can she find her way back to Richard?

Catherine Cookson
Fenwick Houses
High above the river stood the small terrace of miners’ cottages known as 
Fenwick Houses. And here, during the hazardous years of the depression, 
lived Christine Winter, a girl blessed – or cursed – with the indefinable 
appeal that drove men to the brink of obsession. Three men dominated 
her life – her brother Ronnie; Sam, whose devotion to her was deep 
and loyal; and Don Dowling, cruel and tormented, who made it his 
life’s ambition to possess her. And then, one day, a stranger came to 
the riverbank, and Christine, who attracted men merely by her presence, 
found herself changed beyond recall...

https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399126328
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Nancy Revell
Three Cheers for the Shipyard Girls
January 1945. Spring is in the air. And so is victory...Wedding bells are 
ringing at long last for Gloria and her soon-to-be husband Jack. But she 
can’t rest until her youngest son is safely home. Head welder Rosie is 
delighted her own husband has returned from enemy territory. But the 
promise of victory brings more change. Her squad has come so far – what 
will happen when the war ends? Meanwhile Helen is caught between 
two men – but must hide her true feelings from the one she loves.  
Can her fellow women welders help Helen follow her heart? Only by 
working together will the Shipyard Girls win the day.

Read by Janine Birkett

13 hours

FAMILY SAGA
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Daisy Styles
A Mother’s Love
Lake District, 1942. Spring is in the air at Mary Vale Mother and Baby 
Home. Beautiful Stella has been swept off her feet by a handsome GI. He 
proposes when she falls pregnant, but soon after he moves base, his 
letters stop. Lillian has been conscripted as a Land Girl, miles from her 
home. When her growing friendship with the married vet with a tragic 
past turns into something more, she faces the ultimate sacrifice. Midwife 
Ada is getting used to being back at work after the birth of her own 
beautiful baby girl. But the women face the biggest challenge of their 
lives when the home is engulfed in an outbreak of whooping cough...
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Read by Helen Lloyd

9 hours 40 minutes

FAMILY SAGA

AnneMarie Brear
Cece
Cece is gifted a cottage in the Scottish Highlands. She doesn’t want a 
cottage or to go to Scotland. But Cece learns that another ‘unwanted 
gift’ is suddenly very real and forces her to flee to Scotland. Old, rundown 
and in need of some tender care like Cece, the cottage becomes her bolt 
hole to lick her wounds. Only, she didn’t plan on sharing her home with a 
runaway orphan or finding herself the interest of the local schoolteacher. 
And there’s a certain brooding Highlander that she can’t quite work out...
However, just when Cece believes she might find her happy ever after, 
she is taught to take nothing for granted. Hurtful secrets are revealed, 
and happiness is destroyed. Who can she trust? Then, when she is at her 
lowest, one man shows her that not all is lost.

Read by Charlotte Strevens

7 hours 45 minutes

FAMILY SAGA
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M.W. Arnold
Wild Blue Yonder
Air Transport Auxiliary pilot Doris Winter is accused of stealing a  
valuable item from a famous Hollywood movie star, now a captain in the 
US Army Air Corps, after a dance at the air base in England where he’s 
stationed. Gathering her close friends together, she’s determined to clear 
her name. Ruth’s POW son suffers a life-changing injury just as her own 
cottage takes damage in an air raid and Penny’s estranged little sister 
unexpectedly turns up, having run away from school. Together with the 
ongoing thefts of items of clothing and surprise personal revelations, 
these all threaten to hamper their investigation. In spite of the worsening 
war situation, they must band together to rise above their troubles and 
prove love and friendship is worth fighting for.
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Read by Emma Powell

10 hours 20 minutes
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Maggie Mason
The Halfpenny Girls at War
As war approaches, Alice, Edith and Marg fear for the safety of their 
families, while trying to decide the best way they can do their bit for their 
country. Alice decides to volunteer with the Red Cross, helping those most 
in need, Marg is preparing to marry her true love at the most dangerous 
of times, and Edith hopes to finally realise her dream of becoming a 
teacher, and starting a family of her own. Things have never been easy 
for the Halfpenny Girls, but family, friendship and community spirit will 
always see them through the darkest of days...

Read by Anne Dover

11 hours 30 minutes
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Carol MacLean
Jeannie’s War
Glasgow, WW2. Despite being shy and reserved, Jeannie finds herself 
newly engaged to Arthur the day war is announced. Unsure if she would 
ever get another proposal, Jeannie accepts. But with war raging on, her 
wedding must wait... As she sets off to work at a munitions factory she 
meets Eileen, Janet and Annie. As her new friends reveal their chaotic 
romances at such a troubling time, Jeannie is grateful to be settled 
with rigid, formal, and straight-talking Arthur. Until she begins to doubt 
everything. After meeting Canadian solider Bill, Jeannie realises she has 
found a spark she was always missing. But how could she tell Arthur? 
And is she strong enough to fight her own battle, with the country already 
at war...?

Read by Lesley Mackie

8 hours 55 minutes
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Iris Gower
Sea Witch
When her grandmother dies, Catherine Llewellyn finds herself alone in 
the world. Her inheritance is a comfort, but her grandmother’s will states 
she must go to the family home, Langland Hall, to live with her two 
unknown cousins, Garth and Jonathon. The harsh and inhospitable coast 
is a sharp contrast to Catherine’s previous country existence, and the 
welcome she receives from Garth is equally cool. Only Jonathon seems 
happy to welcome her to her new home. But no sooner has she arrived 
than she realises that something dangerous is waiting for her...

Read by Claire Morgan

4 hours 25 minutes
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Catherine Cookson
House of Men
When Kate Mitchell was offered the job of part-time secretary at Tor-Fret, 
a lonely old house on the Northumberland fells, she had no idea that the 
household was composed only of men. Her employer, Maurice Rossiter, 
an embittered victim of polio, was subject to alternate fits of temper and 
depression. Even so, Kate found it difficult to understand his peculiar 
hatred of his elder brother Logan, on whose charity Maurice was obliged 
to depend. But when she accidentally stumbled upon Maurice with 
Logan’s fiancée, she became aware of some of the secrets of Tor-Fret and 
realised she was getting too deeply involved with Logan Rossiter and the 
other inhabitants of this mysterious household...
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Read by Colleen Prendergast

7 hours 45 minutes
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Catherine Cookson
The Menagerie
The Broadhursts were a mining family and, to outsiders, they appeared 
to be happy, loyal and united. But it was Jinny – wife, mother, sister 
– who held them together. Her pride and her strength prevented their 
fears and hates from overwhelming them. There was Jack, her younger 
son, trapped into marrying a shrew; and Lottie, her sister, who was not  
quite...normal. And there was Larry, the bright one, the handsome one, 
who was obsessed with the memory of the girl who had jilted him. She 
was married now, they said, and happily too. But now he was suffused 
with anger, together with pain and a reborn longing. He vowed she would 
not make a laughing stock of him again. But could he do what his pride 
told him he must...?
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Read by Anne Dover

9 hours
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Iris Gower
Fiddler’s Ferry
The Llewelyn family’s livelihood largely depends on the ferry, run by Siona 
Llewelyn, the kindly yet rugged head of the family. The family is large but 
close knit, held together by their mother Emily – a hard-working woman 
made old before her time having borne seven sons, and now with child 
once again. As the boys grow into young men, tensions flare in the family 
unit, made worse by a web of rivalries and ambitions. When a death 
shocks the family to its core, it will take the intervention of a special 
person to remind them of what they have lost.

Read by Claire Morgan

14 hours 45 minutes
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Lilly Robbins
The Stockport Girls
Stockport, 1944. Alice seems to have it all, but the truth is her marriage 
isn’t as solid as it seems. Busy running her husband’s family shop while 
he’s at war, everything changes when she meets handsome Louis, fresh 
in from Guernsey with young evacuee twins Gabriela and Philip. Factory 
heir Sophie is thrilled to be getting married – if only her mother didn’t 
disapprove! She’s marrying for love, but her mother is convinced Tony is 
marrying for money. Is there more to her concern than Sophie realises? 
Emily is tired of being pitied as the single friend. She’s not averse to 
marriage but she’s in no rush either! When she meets Italian prisoner-of-
war Marco, she knows there can be no future. Her brother was killed in 
Dunkirk and her family would never accept an Italian...

Read by Katy Sobey

14 hours 30 minutes
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Elsie Mason
A Wedding for the Biscuit  
Factory Girls
Her wedding day should have been the happiest day of Mavis Kendricks’ 
life. Marrying handsome Sam, the youngest of the Farley boys, means 
joining the Farley clan, and there’s nothing Mavis has ever wanted more 
than a family of her own. But the appearance of an unexpected guest 
ruins everything...and brings back painful memories Mavis would rather 
forget. It’s not long before the war-torn streets of South Shields are 
buzzing with rumours. One of the biscuit factory girls, funny little Mavis 
has always been a bit of a mystery. As far as anyone can remember,  
Mavis and her twin Arthur have been orphans. So who was the grand 
old lady at the wedding? How do the twins own their own house? 
And just what is Mavis hiding? On the Sixteen Streets, nothing stays a 
secret for long...

Read by Joan Walker

12 hours 30 minutes
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Elaine Roberts
Secret Hopes for the West End Girls
London, 1915. World War I has been raging for over a year, but despite 
it all Rose Spencer is feeling hopeful about the future. She’s in love and 
planning her wedding to lovely bicycle-shop owner Charlie. She loves 
working as a seamstress at the glamorous London’s Lyceum Theatre but 
secretly can’t help fantasising about seeing her own designs come to life. 
And even when she won’t believe in her talent, thankfully best friends 
Joyce and Annie are always around to push her to have faith in her 
dreams. But when a German bomb is dropped on The Strand and the city 
falls to chaos, her life is turned upside down – is hope for a better future 
lost for good? And if one dream ends, can she find the strength to fight 
for a different one?

Kay Seeley
A Girl Called Rose
The close, loving family life Rose has known is shattered when the country 
goes to war. Rose resolves to do her bit so, aged 16, she leaves home 
to train as a nurse in London. There she finds freedom, excitement and 
a different way of life. A brief encounter with a soldier opens her eyes to 
romance, but is he the man she thinks he is? Can first love survive long 
separation or will Rose discover that her heart belongs to another? When 
the war brings searing loss and heartbreak, can Rose find the strength 
to look to the future?
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Read by Annie Aldington

8 hours 35 minutes

FAMILY SAGA

Read by Julie Maisey

11 hours 25 minutes

FAMILY SAGA
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Introducing Suzie Hull… 
Suzie Hull lives in Northern Ireland with her family and numerous rescue cats. Suzie has always had  
an enduring passion for reading and history and since she came from a long line of strong creative 
women it was only a matter of time until she turned to creative writing. A member of the RNA,  
In This Foreign Land is her debut novel.

What inspired the story behind In This Foreign Land?  
I enjoy reading non-fiction as much as fiction and I came across accounts of female artists and photographers 
during the early 1900s; a time of restrictive social expectations for women. From this I created the character 
of Isobel. I instinctively knew I wanted her story to be a sweeping, heart-wrenching romance with lots of 
drama and angst, which would form the heart of the novel. 

Introduce us to Isobel. 
Isobel has grown up in Belfast, within a family who have moved up the social scale and her mother is 
hell bent on more social climbing for her daughters through advantageous marriages. Isobel rejects that 
route and is determined to marry for love or not at all, and to pursue her passion of painting. She is 
outstandingly talented but knows that choosing a career over marriage will put her in direct conflict with 
her parents’ wishes.

Why did you choose to set the book in Cairo?  
Cairo provided a unique and challenging experience for Isobel who had not previously left Europe. The heat, the culture and the setting seemed 
a perfect pressure cooker to ramp up emotion and passion.  

How did you go about researching the setting? 
I was extremely fortunate that my sister lent me a couple of travel diaries from 1907 and 1908 that belonged to her husband’s side of the family. 
The women travelled from England to Cairo by train and boat. I was so fortunate to read the diaries, as within them were recorded significant 
detail of each step of their journey. Where they stayed in Cairo, what they ate, where they visited and who they met – all the details a historical 
writer needs!

What was it about WW1 that attracted you as a writer? 
WW1 was such an upheaval for society and the whole world, it provides a perfect background to tell stories of women who used the momentum 
to enact change or achieve great things in their personal lives. There are so many stories that are still out there waiting to be told. There was 
immense suffering, but yet also personal stories of hope and love.

What are you looking forward to most about hearing In This Foreign Land in audio? 
It would have to be hearing Isobel come alive, especially when she is developing her love affair with Edward. As an author these characters are 
already alive inside my head, but I will never tire of hearing them speak through a narrator. 

https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781788899505
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781788899888
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Robert Gott
The Orchard Murders
In 1944, in the outer-Melbourne suburb of Nunawading, the brutal 
deaths of a family herald the return of a long-forgotten cult. A man 
named Anthony Prescott has declared himself the Messiah, and has 
promised his followers immortality. There are those who believe him – 
and who are ready to kill in his name. Inspector Titus Lambert of the 
Melbourne Homicide unit, whose detectives are over-stretched, requests 
the discreet assistance of Helen Lord and Joe Sable: once members of his 
unit, now private inquiry agents. The investigation is more perilous than 
any of them realise, and will have tragic consequences.

Annie Seaton
Larapinta
Widowed and at a crossroads in her life, Sandra Porter knows she 
must find the courage to find her true self. Deciding it’s time to push 
her boundaries, she makes a booking to trek the Larapinta Walk across 
the centre of the remote Northern Territory. World-renowned nature 
photographer Graysen Hughes has come to the outback seeking solace 
after the death of his wife. Always a loner, Graysen isn’t happy when the 
tour guide insists on the participants walking in pairs. At least Sandra 
Porter is quiet and keeps to herself. After a suspicious accident and the 
sudden disappearance of their guide, the group struggles on – but then 
another accident occurs. It soon becomes obvious that someone doesn’t 
want them to complete the trek. Without any means to call for help, 
Graysen and Sandra flee into the bush in an attempt to stay safe...

Read by Olivia Beardsley

8 hours 55 minutes

ROMANTIC SUSPENSE

Read by Adam Fitzgerald

9 hours 40 minutes

MYSTERY
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Anna Jacobs
Sarah’s Gift
In Western Australia, Sarah chuckles as she describes her final will and 
testament – which will throw the metaphorical cat among the family 
pigeons – whilst sharing a bottle of wine with her neighbour Thomas as 
they sit on the terrace of her luxurious waterside home. Six months later, 
at the age of ninety-five, she peacefully passes on. Married and widowed 
three times, Sarah has had a great life as a successful businesswoman. 
Now she’s left her Australian house to her two great-nieces – on the 
condition that they live in it together for a year. After that, they can sell 
it and split the money between them. If either of them doesn’t last all 
twelve months, the next person on the list will be invited to try for the 
inheritance – but will still have to stick it out a full year before the house 
can be sold...
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Read by Taryn Ryan

9 hours 35 minutes

SAGA

Fiona Sussman
Addressed to Greta
Greta Jellings blushes and bumbles her way through her carefully ordered 
existence, forever constrained by what her mother would have said 
and done. No expectation, no disappointment was one of her mother’s 
mantras, and it has served Greta well too. But it is the death of her dear 
friend Walter, and his unusual bequest, that finally force her to escape the 
shackles of her safe life. For Walter has set Greta a challenge that leads 
her across the world, so far outside her comfort zone that she has no 
choice but to confront who she really is. In the foreignness of strangers 
she will find the familiar, and in the expanse of the vista she will gain 
perspective. Most of all, she will find the courage to be seen, and express 
her true self...

Read by Niamh Blackman

12 hours 10 minutes

GENERAL FICTION
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Tanya Bretherton
The Husband Poisoner
Suburban Women Who Killed in  
Post-World War II Sydney

After World War II, Sydney experienced a chillingly calculated crime wave 
thanks to discontent mixed with despair, greed with callous disregard. 
Women who had lost their wartime freedoms headed back into the kitchen 
with sinister intent, and the household poison thallium – normally used 
against rats – was repurposed to kill husbands and other inconvenient 
family members. Yvonne Fletcher disposed of two husbands. Caroline 
Grills cheerfully poisoned her stepmother, a family friend, her brother 
and his wife. And once one death was attributed to natural causes, it 
was all too easy for an aggrieved woman to kill again... This is the story 
of a series of murders that struck 
at the very heart of domestic life. 
It’s the tale of women who looked 
for deadly solutions to what  
they saw as impossible situations. 
The Husband Poisoner documents 
the reasons behind the choices 
these women made – and their 
terrible outcomes.

Matt Nable
Still
Late one night, Charlotte Clark drives the long way home. She thinks 
about how stuck she feels: a young housewife, married to a cowboy 
who isn’t who she thought he was, slowly suffocating in the stultifying 
environs of Nightcliff. She stops the car and steps out to breathe in the 
night air. She never hears a sound before the hand is over her mouth. As 
Senior Constable Ned Potter looks down at the body dragged from the 
shallow marshland, he doesn’t need a coroner to tell him that this is a 
bad death. He also doesn’t know that this is only the first – or that he is 
about to risk everything looking for answers. Both Charlotte and Ned are 
about to learn that the world they live in is full of secrets – and that it 
takes courage to fight for what is right.

Read by Toby Webster

8 hours 10 minutes

NON-FICTION / CRIME
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Read by Johnny Carr

9 hours 50 minutes

MYSTERY
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Chris Stuart
For Reasons of Their Own
Can the past ever be left behind? Ask a flawed detective, a former 
refugee, and a government desperate to misuse a dead body to reshape 
Australia’s security policy... Melbourne is a city on the brink, suffering 
from arson-fed bush fires, searing heatwaves, and the potential threat 
of terrorism. Detective Inspector Robbie Gray, falling foul of Police 
bureaucracy, gets called to a body found lying in a rural swamp. When 
the nationality of the victim is revealed, ASIO takes over her investigation, 
and she is sidelined. Convinced they are misinterpreting the evidence, 
Robbie – along with a disenfranchised policeman – secretly digs for the 
truth... and discovers an entirely different motive, one which transcends 
international borders and exposes corruption in the humanitarian world.

Joanna Nell
The Tea Ladies of St Jude’s Hospital
The Marjorie Marshall Memorial Cafeteria has been serving refreshments 
and raising money at the hospital for over fifty years – long after anybody 
can remember who Marjorie Marshall actually was. Staffed by successive 
generations of dedicated volunteers, the beloved cafeteria is known as 
much for offering a kind word and sympathetic ear (and often unsolicited 
life advice) as for its tea and buns. Stalwart Hilary has worked her way 
up through the ranks to Manageress; Joy, the cafeteria’s newest recruit, 
has been late every day since she started; seventeen-year-old Chloe, the 
daughter of two successful surgeons, is volunteering during the school 
holidays because her mother thinks it will look good on her CV. And 
when they discover the cafeteria is under threat of closure, this unlikely 
trio must band together to save it.

Read by Julie Nihill

9 hours 55 minutes

GENERAL FICTION
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Read by Kirsty Gillmore
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Ray Berard
Inside the Black Horse
Pio Morgan is waiting outside a pub on a cold winter’s night. There is a 
debt he must pay and no options left. What he does next drags a group 
of strangers into a web of confusion that over the course of a few days 
changes all their lives. There’s the young Maori widow just trying to 
raise her children, the corporate executive hiding his mistake, the gang 
of criminals that will do whatever it takes to recover what they’ve lost, 
and the outsider sent to town to try and figure out who did what. Time 
is running out for all of them as events take an increasingly sinister turn.

Mark Brandi
The Others
On his eleventh birthday, Jacob’s father gives him a diary. To write in 
about things that happen. About what he and his father do on their 
farm. About the sheep, the crop, the fox and the dam. But Jacob knows 
some things should not be written down. Some things should not be 
remembered. The only things he knows for sure is what his father has 
taught him. He is sheltered, protected, isolated. But who is his father 
protecting him from? And how far will his father go to keep the world 
at bay? All too soon, Jacob will learn that sometimes we all have to do 
terrible things...
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Read by Tim Potter

7 hours 30 minutes

GENERAL FICTION

Read by Toby Webster

10 hours 15 minutes
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Douglas Lloyd Jenkins
Shelter
When twenty-one-year-old builder Joe Wright meets Leo, he falls in 
love hard, and seemingly for ever. Mature, philosophical and intensely 
handsome, Leo teaches Joe an appreciation of music and literature, 
and, most importantly, a passion for the beautiful old buildings that 
are disappearing from Auckland’s central city. But when Leo suddenly 
vanishes from his life, then drifts back again years later, Joe – now a 
powerful developer of heritage architecture – is unable to move on from 
this first affair. As the years pass, and Leo stays just out of reach, can Joe 
open his eyes to new possibilities?

Read by Toby Webster

10 hours

GENERAL FICTION
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Noelene Jenkinson
Homestead Secrets
Forced to reassess her future, IT nerd and country girl Addie Kendall 
returns to her family’s Wimmera farm. When she contacts her former 
school friend Harry Chandler with alarming news, they’re compelled to 
unite to solve a criminal injustice. In pursuit of answers, they stumble 
upon a shocking find in the district’s iconic Banyandah homestead, 
deserted since a family tragedy ten years ago...
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Read by Olivia Beardsley

5 hours 45 minutes

ROMANTIC SUSPENSE
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Anthony Berkeley
Jumping Jenny
At a costume party with the dubious theme of ‘famous murderers and 
their victims’, the know-it-all amateur criminologist Roger Sheringham is 
settled in for an evening of beer, small talk and analysing his companions. 
One guest in particular has caught his attention for her theatrics, and his 
theory that she might have several enemies among the partygoers proves 
true when she is found hanging from the ‘decorative’ gallows on the roof 
terrace. Noticing a key detail which could implicate a friend in the crime, 
Sheringham decides to meddle with the scene and unwittingly casts 
himself into jeopardy as the uncommonly thorough police investigation 
circles closer and closer to the truth. Tightly paced and cleverly defying 
the conventions of the classic detective story, this 1933 novel remains a 
milestone of the inverted mystery subgenre.
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Read by Seán Barrett

6 hours 45 minutes

CLASSIC CRIME
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Read by Katherine Fenton

9 hours 25 minutes

ROMANCE

Angela Britnell
Spring on Rendezvous Lane
‘Community spirit’ is not a phrase in travel junkie Taran Rossi’s vocabulary. 
As a former ‘third culture kid’ and now spicy street food connoisseur and 
social media influencer, he’s never really stayed in one place long enough 
to feel part of a community. And that’s just the way he likes it. But a 
springtime stint house sitting for his grandmother on Rendezvous Lane 
in East Nashville could lead to a long overdue wake-up call. With the 
help of single mum Sandy Warner and her young son Chip, can Taran 
come to understand that sometimes it’s not about the place – it’s about  
the people?

Jan Casey
The Woman with the Map
February 1941. The world is at war and Joyce Cooper is doing her bit for 
the war effort. But as the Blitz takes hold of London, Joyce is called upon 
to plot the devastation that follows in its wake. Night after night she must 
stand before her map and mark the trail of loss and suffering inflicted 
upon the homes, families and businesses she knows so well. February 
1974. Decades later Joyce watches the world go by above her head from 
her basement flat. This is her haven; the home she has created for herself 
having had so much taken from her. But now the council is tearing down 
her block of flats and she’s being forced to move. Could this chance to 
start over allow Joyce to let go of the past and step back into her life?
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Read by Penelope Freeman

13 hours 45 minutes

HISTORICAL FICTION

David Donachie
HMS Hazard
1796. John Pearce is stuck with a difficult mission, a crew of quota 
men forced to enlist in the Royal Navy, four new midshipmen as well 
as Samuel Oliphant, companion-cum-spy, whom he finds a constant 
irritant. In his favour he commands HMS Hazard, a speedy warship, a 
pair of competent officers and, of course, his trusty friends the Pelicans.  
Their mission is to head for the Mediterranean Fleet and warn Admiral  
Sir John Jervis of impending danger he will face, fighting a combined 
French/Spanish fleet. But there is a serious distraction, the imminent 
arrival of a Spanish vessel from South America carrying silver, for which 
the Spaniards are waiting before declaring war. Can John Pearce resist the 
lure of such a valuable capture and risk his ship in a dangerous battle to 
gain it, or will his duty come first?
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Read by John Telfer

10 hours 25 minutes

ADVENTURE SUSPENSE
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Martin Edwards
The Crooked Shore
DCI Hannah Scarlett is an acknowledged expert in solving cold cases, but 
she is struggling under the weight of bureaucracy when Ramona Smith’s 
disappearance from Bowness more than 20 years ago crosses her desk. 
The prime suspect was charged but found not guilty. Now the case has 
come back into the public eye as the result of a shocking tragedy on 
the Crooked Shore, the fount of dark legends south of the Lake District. 
 A ruthless killer, who has already got away with one murder, plans further 
appalling crimes. DCI Scarlett finds herself racing against the clock as she 
strives to solve the mysteries and save innocent lives.

Leah Fleming
The Rose Villa
High above the Mediterranean, on the French Riviera, stands a beautiful 
pink stucco villa. Once a playground for the rich and glamorous, now 
– in the aftermath of World War 1 – it is a convalescent home for sick 
and wounded nurses. Scottish Flora Garvie is here recovering from four 
traumatic years on the ambulance trains. And here she will meet again 
charismatic but troubled Kit Carlyle, a regimental chaplain who no longer 
believes in his calling and certainly doesn’t believe himself worthy of 
Flora’s love. Their dramatic rollercoaster of a story will take them through 
death, separation and war, until a terrifying game of cat and mouse in 
Occupied France seals their fate.
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Read by Anne Dover

8 hours 5 minutes

HISTORICAL FICTION

Peter Lovesey
Reader, I Buried Them
A twisty collection of short stories from the author behind the 
Peter Diamond series

More than 50 years ago, Peter Lovesey published a short story in an 
anthology. That short story caught the eye of the great Ruth Rendell, 
whose praise ignited Lovesey’s life-long passion for short form crime 
fiction. More than 100 stories later, Peter Lovesey has assembled this 
devilishly clever collection, 15 yarns of mystery, melancholy, and mischief, 
inhabiting such deadly settings as a theatre, a monastery, and the book 
publishing industry. The collection includes that first story that launched 
his story-writing career as well as three new stories exclusive to this 
volume. In addition, Lovesey fans will delight in a personal essay by 
the author about the historical inspirations for his creation – and in  
an appearance by the irascible Bath 
detective Peter Diamond, who has,  
in the author’s words, ‘bulldozed 
his way’ into this collection.
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Read by Penelope Freeman &  
Ben Onwukwe with  
Laurel Lefkow & Robert G. Slade

9 hours 55 minutes

MYSTERY

Philip Serrell
What Am I Bid?
My Life Under the Hammer

How one of television’s favourite auctioneers went from 
counting sheep to selling silver

When Philip Serrell – now well known for his television appearances – 
gave up teaching to become a professional auctioneer, he thought he was 
embarking on a sensible and safe career...a quiet life in the country with 
no surprises. How wrong he was. In What Am I Bid? he brings his story 
up to date. From dodgy cars to fakes in the saleroom, angry livestock, 
mangled silverware and tortuous – not to mention muddy – experiences 
in local markets and farm sales, Philip has been there, done that and got 
the hoofprints on his suit to prove it.
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Read by Julia Franklin

9 hours 10 minutes

MYSTERY
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E.C.R. Lorac
Post After Post-Mortem
The Surrays and their five children form a prolific writing machine, with 
scores of treatises, reviews and crime thrillers published under their 
family name. Following a convergence of the whole household at their 
Oxfordshire home, Ruth – the middle sister – decides to spend some 
weeks there recovering from the pressures of the writing life. Their next 
return is heralded by the tragic news that Ruth has taken her life after 
an evening at the Surrays’ hosting a set of publishers and writers, one 
of whom is named as Ruth’s literary executor in the will she left behind. 
Despite suspicions, the verdict at the inquest is suicide – but when Ruth’s 
brother Richard receives a letter from the deceased which was delayed in 
the post, he enlists the help of CID Robert Macdonald to investigate what 
could only be an ingeniously planned murder.
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Read by David Thorpe

9 hours 15 minutes
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Jim Eldridge
Murder at Claridge’s
An elegant wartime whodunnit from the author of the 
Museum Mysteries

One of the Claridge’s kitchen porters is found dead – strangled. He was 
a recent employee who claimed to be Romanian, but evidence suggests 
he may have been German. Detective Chief Inspector Coburg has to find 
out exactly who he was, and what he was doing at Claridge’s under a 
false identity. Once he has established those facts, he might get an insight 
into why he was killed, and who by. Coburg’s job is complicated by the 
fact that so many of the hotel’s residents are exiled European royalty. 
King George of Greece is registered as ‘Mr Brown’ and even the Duke of 
Windsor is staying, though without Wallis Simpson. Clandestine affairs, 
furtive goings-on and conspiracies against the government: Coburg must 
tread very lightly indeed.
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Read by David Thorpe

8 hours 5 minutes

HISTORICAL MYSTERY

Iris Gower
Destiny’s Child
Margaret Beaufort was rich, beautiful and just 13 years of age when she 
discovered that she carried the future King of England within her body. 
Forced to give him up as a web of intrigue and danger was spun around 
her son, she entrusted the child to the care of his uncle, Jasper Tudor, who 
would have laid down his life for the Lancastrian cause. Caught up in the 
Wars of the Roses, Margaret was banished from court in disgrace, and 
although she later won the love and loyalty of three powerful men, her 
heart remained true to Edmund Tudor, the father of her son. And through 
a lifetime of joy, sorrow and shame Margaret Beaufort never wavered 
from her devotion to her son, vowing that whatever the cost, one day he 
should be Henry VII, King of England.
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Read by Claire Morgan

6 hours 10 minutes

HISTORICAL FICTION

Tim Hodkinson
Lions of the Grail
The first in an adventure-filled historical series introducing 
Irish Knight Templar Richard Savage

1315AD. Ireland and England are ravaged by bitter war. Rotting 
in an English prison, condemned as a heretic, Irish Knight Templar  
Richard Savage is given one chance of reprieve. But there is a catch. 
He must return to Ireland as a traitor, and work as a spy there for the  
King of England. Savage returns to his homeland, but even here he can 
trust no one. He soon discovers the Scots intend to invade and someone 
in Ireland is helping them. The King of Scotland also claims to possess 
a mysterious holy treasure, and many are flocking to his cause. And  
what’s more, Savage discovers he left more than just memories behind in 
Ireland...Amid feasts, tournaments, invasion and war, can Savage decide 
whose side he is really on, and, 
above all, stay alive?

Read by Seán Barrett

13 hours 25 minutes

ADVENTURE SUSPENSE
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Anne Perry
A Truth to Lie For
The new Elena Standish mystery

It is the summer of 1934 when MI6 receives intelligence that two German 
scientists have made a breakthrough in germ warfare. British agent Elena 
Standish must return to Berlin to prevent unimaginable horror and, with 
the help of her trusted friend, Jacob Ritter, embark upon a mission fraught 
with fear and uncertainty. Meanwhile, her grandfather’s old adversary 
Johann Paulus has risen to power as an adviser to Hitler. By his side is 
his loyal supporter Hans Beckendorff, who is married to Elena’s childhood 
friend. But when Hans witnesses the bloodshed and atrocities of the 
Night of the Long Knives, he is torn between ambition and the realisation 
that he must protect his family from harm.
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Read by Polly Edsell

9 hours 35 minutes
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Anni Rose
Recipe for Mr Right
Ruby Brooks is a little sceptical when her horoscope says she’s going to 
have a fabulous year – especially when she loses a boyfriend and a job 
in quick succession. So, Ruby takes luck and fate into her own hands 
with an unusual resolution – she’ll enter ten competitions a day, whether 
they’re for her dream Japanese holiday or a year’s supply of dog food 
(she doesn’t have a dog), and win her way to happiness. But when a 
Valentine’s Day prize from a local restaurant results in chef Adam Finder 
(and his dog, Brutus) appearing in her life, is that luck or fate?
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Maisie Thomas
Hope for the Railway Girls
Manchester, 1942. A new year brings new hope for the railway girls. 
Alison’s romance with Dr Maitland is blossoming, but then she is posted 
away from Manchester. Working in a canteen isn’t part of her plan, nor 
is meeting her beau’s old girlfriend – one who just happens to want him 
back. Margaret is supportive of her friend’s relationship until she realises 
who he is. Torn between keeping her secret and warning Alison, she turns 
to Joan for help. Working in Lost Property wouldn’t be Joan’s first choice, 
but with a baby on the way she knows she can’t continue being a station 
porter. As she looks to the future, can she put the troubles of her past 
behind her? Being a railway girl isn’t always easy but together, they can 
overcome every challenge that stands in their way.

Read by Julia Franklin

12 hours 40 minutes

FAMILY SAGA

Kate Thompson
The Little Wartime Library
An inspiring story of life on the home front, based on  
true events.

London, 1944. Clara Button is no ordinary librarian. While the world 
remains at war, in East London Clara has created the country’s only 
underground library, built over the tracks in the disused Bethnal Green 
tube station. Down here a secret community thrives: with thousands of 
bunk beds, a nursery, a café and a theatre offering shelter, solace and 
escape from the bombs that fall above. Along with her glamorous best 
friend and library assistant Ruby Munroe, Clara ensures the library is the 
beating heart of life underground. But as the war drags on, the women’s 
determination to remain strong in the face of adversity is tested to the 
limits when it seems it may come at the price of keeping those closest 
to them alive.
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Read by Sarah Durham

11 hours 55 minutes
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John Dickson Carr
The Corpse in the Waxworks
Last night Mademoiselle Duchêne was seen heading into the Gallery of 
Horrors at the Musée Augustin waxworks, alive. Today she was found 
in the Seine, murdered. The museum’s proprietor, long perturbed by 
the unnatural vitality of his figures, claims that he saw one of them 
following the victim into the dark; a lead that Henri Bencolin, head 
of the Paris police and expert of impossible crimes, cannot resist. 
Surrounded by the eerie noises of the night, Bencolin prepares to enter 
the ill-fated waxworks. Waiting within, beneath the glass-eyed gaze of 
a leering waxen satyr, is a gruesome discovery and the first clues of a 
twisted and ingenious mystery. First published in 1932 at the height of  
crime fiction’s Golden Age, this macabre and atmospheric dive into the 
murky underground of Parisian society presents a puzzle delivered at a 
stunning pace.
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Read by John Telfer
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Martin Edwards
The Coffin Trail
Oxford historian Daniel Kind and his partner Miranda both want to 
escape to a new life. On impulse they buy a cottage in Brackdale, an 
idyllic valley in the Lake District. But though they hope to live the dream, 
the past soon catches up with them. Tarn Cottage was once home to 
Barrie Gilpin, suspected of a savage murder. A young woman’s body was 
found on the Sacrifice Stone, an ancient pagan site up on the fell, but 
Barrie died before he could be arrested. Daniel has personal reasons for 
becoming fascinated by the case and for believing in Barrie’s innocence. 
When the police launch a cold case review, Brackdale’s skeletons begin  
to rattle and the lives of Daniel and DCI Hannah Scarlett become 
strangely entwined.
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Read by Julia Franklin
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Kirsty Ferry
Lily’s Secret
Aspiring actress Cordelia Beaumont is fed up of spending summer in the 
city. So, when the opportunity presents itself, she jumps straight on a train 
to pay a visit to Pencradoc – the beautiful Cornish estate where her friend 
Merryn works. But far from the relaxing break Cordy imagined, she soon 
finds herself immersed in the glamorous yet mysterious world of Victorian 
theatre sensation, Lily Valentine. Lily was once a guest at Pencradoc and, 
with the help of visiting artist Matt Harker, Cordy comes to discover that 
the actress left far more than memories at the old house. She also left a 
scandalous secret...

Read by Charlotte Strevens
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Donna Douglas
A Daughter’s Hope
The final saga in the Yorkshire Blitz trilogy from Sunday Times 
bestseller Donna Douglas

Autumn, 1942. The Blitz has come to an end, but for many families, it’s 
not over yet. As the residents of Jubilee Row begin to rebuild their lives, 
twins Sybil and Maudie Maguire decide to go off and do their bit by 
joining the WAAFs. But what starts off as a great adventure soon forces 
the girls to grow up as they are confronted with the harsh realities of war. 
Will they stick together, or will their experiences drive them apart? Back 
in Hull, their older sister Ada faces struggles of her own as she nurses 
the war wounded. But can anyone help to mend her own broken heart?
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Read by Anne Dover
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Anna Jacobs
A Valley Wedding
Lancashire, 1936. With her son Gabriel finally married, and her youngest 
following his dreams of becoming a doctor, Gwynneth Harte finds herself 
with an empty nest – until a fire forces her to move in with Gabriel and 
his wife Maisie at their home on Daisy Street. Arthur Chapman has been 
at a low ebb ever since the death of his wife. Turning to drink in his grief, 
he lost both his job and contact with his grandchild, Beatie – but now the 
inheritance of a house from a distant relative is the fresh start he needs. 
When Beatie runs away from her cruel grandmother and takes refuge 
with Gwynneth, she and Arthur are thrown together – and find 
themselves growing closer. But trouble is brewing in the valley. Can the 
residents of Backshaw Moss band together to keep each other safe, and 
will there be wedding bells on Daisy Street?
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Read by Julia Franklin
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D.E. Stevenson
Anna and Her Daughters
When their father dies, none of the three Harcourt girls are particularly 
upset. The loss of the family’s income, however, is not something so 
easily overcome. When their mother Anna discovers that they have been 
left penniless, she decides to move them out of London and back to her 
hometown in Scotland. Helen, the demanding eldest sister, decamps 
almost immediately to Edinburgh in search of the excitement and 
refinement Ryddelton cannot offer. Rosalie, having always lived in her 
more beautiful eldest sister’s shadow, begins to come into her own. And 
Jane finds an education she could never have got at Oxford in her work 
as a secretary for Mrs Millard, an eccentric biographer currently residing 
in the village. Anna’s daughters seem to be settling down to their new 
life until Ronnie, a tall, broad-shouldered scientist, steps into their lives...
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Read by Candida Gubbins
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Glenda Young
Curtain Call at the Seaview Hotel
Helen Dexter has started a new chapter in her life as sole proprietor of the 
Seaview Hotel. When an acting troupe book into the hotel to rehearse a 
play they hope will save a much-loved theatre from being closed down, 
Helen immediately picks up on tension between the actors. But there is 
worse to come when the leading lady is found dead. Helen is roped into 
helping the troupe with their performance, giving her ample opportunity 
to discover who wanted their diva dead. However, the murder is not the 
only thing on Helen’s mind. She’s receiving threatening phone calls, her 
car is vandalised – and she’s just learned of an impending visit from a 
hotel inspector. Helen is determined to uncover the identity of the killer – 
even if it means she has to give the performance of her life.

Read by Colleen Prendergast

8 hours 20 minutes
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Suzie Hull
In This Foreign Land
March, 1914. When talented artist Isobel embarks on a journey to Egypt, 
it’s to reunite her best friend Alice with her husband Wilfred – and to 
use the stunning sights of Cairo as inspiration for her own paintings. 
A whirlwind romance was the last thing she expected, but when Isobel 
meets Wilfred’s handsome brother Edward, neither can deny the strong 
connection between them – especially when unexpected tragedy strikes. 
Just as they get to grips with their grief, WW1 erupts, and the lovers are 
forced to separate. They promise to meet again in London. But when 
Edward is listed as ‘missing – presumed dead’ only weeks after landing 
in France, Isobel is devastated, unmarried and on the brink of ruin. She 
has only one way to save her honour...but it means betraying the love 
she holds so dear.

Read by Polly Edsell

10 hours 55 minutes
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Michelle Adams
The Lost Lives of Frances Langley
Mirepoix, France. 1981. Frances Langley has fallen under Benoit’s 
romantic spell, and their summer of love finds Frances willing to do 
almost anything for the handsome art collector, even hiding a precious 
Klinkosch Box for him, stolen by the Nazis decades before. The Cotswolds, 
England. 2022. Years later, Frances’s son, Harry, finds himself packing up 
his late mother’s home. Little does he know that his mother had sent 
a letter to Tabitha, the lost love of his life, begging the pair to search 
for a priceless jewellery box, hidden somewhere in her cottage. Harry 
quickly dismisses the search, but as an art historian, Tabitha cannot risk 
the chance to recover something so valuable. And so they embark on a 
journey of discovery, but soon find themselves searching for much more 
than a missing piece of art...

Lina Bengtsdotter
For the Lost
In Karlstad, nine-month-old Beatrice is missing from her pram. Her 
parents are in shock and the media is in a frenzy. DI Charlie Lager is 
struggling with her own demons when she’s called to investigate, forced 
to push them aside as the case intensifies. As lead after lead goes 
nowhere, Charlie starts to feel like nobody actually wants the truth to 
come out about Beatrice as reluctant locals shut down in the face of her 
questions. And with each passing hour, the chance of finding Beatrice 
alive becomes less and less likely...

Jane Bailey
Sorry Isn’t Good Enough
It is 1966, and things are changing in close-knit Napier Road. Stephanie 
is nine years old, and she has plans: Get Jesus to heal her wonky foot. 
Escape her spiteful friend Dawn. And persuade her mum to love her. But 
everything changes when Stephanie strikes up a relationship with Mr 
Man, who always seems pleased to see her. When Dawn goes missing 
in the woods during the World Cup final, no one appears to know what 
happened to her – but more than one of them is lying. May 1997, and 
Stephanie has spent her life trying to bury the events of that terrible 
summer. When a man starts following her on the train home from 
London, she realises the dark truth of what happened may have finally 
caught up with her.

David Berridge
Inside Parkhurst
Stories of a Prison Officer

During his 28 years working as a prison officer, David Berridge has had 
to deal with it all: serial killers and gangsters, terrorists and sex offenders, 
psychopaths and addicts. Inside Parkhurst is his raw, uncompromising 
look at what really goes on behind the massive walls and menacing 
gates. Thrown in at the deep end, David quickly had to work out how 
to deal with the most cunning and volatile of prisoners, and learn how 
to avoid their many scams. He has been assaulted and abused; he has 
tackled cell fires and attempted suicides, riots and dirty protests; he  
has helped to foil escape plans, talked inmates down from rooftop 
protests, witnessed prisoners setting fire to themselves, and prevented 
prisoners from attempting to 
murder other prisoners. And now 
he takes us inside this secret world 
for the first time.

Read by Emma Powell
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Zoe Brisby
The Car Share
When Alex pulls up to meet ‘Max’, he expects everything but a 90-year-
old lady who has her heart set on getting to Brussels by carpool. As for 
‘Max’, who is actually called Maxine, she could not be more ill at ease 
when settling into the seat next to this young man with bloodshot eyes. 
God help her if he turned out to be a drug addict who hasn’t slept in 
days! When it becomes clear that Maxine is suffering from Alzheimer’s 
and wants to take matters into her own hands while she still can, and 
that Alex battles severe depression, a wonderful friendship starts to 
form between the unlikely pair. Before long, their travel plans take an 
unexpected turn...

Mairi Chong
Death by Appointment
The first in a new mystery series introducing Dr Cathy 
Moreland, written by a former physician.

Physician Cathy Moreland needs time to heal, having recently been 
diagnosed with bipolar disorder while struggling with a painkiller habit. 
The little village of Kinnaven promises respite, but after Cathy attempts 
to get an opiate prescription, things don’t go well. When she discovers 
the body of the local Dr Cosgrove, her sanctuary is shattered. Before long, 
Cathy is swept up in local gossip about the death. Decades earlier, the 
cliff where Cosgrove died had been the site of another tragedy, leading 
some to suspicions about the doctor’s demise. But as Cathy determines 
to learn the truth, she will find herself in grave danger.

Holly Seddon
The Woman on the Bridge
On the worst night of her life, in the middle of nowhere, lonely Charlotte 
Wilderwood saves a runaway bride from falling to her death. Soon 
Maggie is staying in Charlotte’s home, safely hidden from the man that 
she was so desperate to escape. The immediate bond between the two 
women eclipses anything they’ve ever known and before long they will 
go to extreme lengths to protect each other. But is Maggie the best 
friend Charlotte has always dreamed about, or the nightmare she never 
saw coming...

Trevor Wood
One Way Street
A series of bizarre drug-related deaths among runaway teenagers has 
set the North East’s homeless community on edge. Jimmy Mullen, a 
homeless, PTSD-suffering veteran, is attempting to rebuild his life. As his 
probation officer constantly reminds him, all he needs to do is keep out of 
trouble. But then one of Jimmy’s friends asks for help. Someone this friend 
was close to but has lost touch with is found dead in a dumpster, yet 
another victim of Newcastle’s drug culture. Jimmy knows he shouldn’t get 
involved, but loyalty compels him to try to find out what’s really going on. 
Sadly for him, trouble just seems to have a habit of tracking Jimmy down.
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Ben Kane
King
Autumn 1192. Richard the Lionheart is free at last to travel back to his 
strife-ridden kingdom. Shipwrecked on the Italian coast, the king is forced 
into a perilous journey through lands controlled by their enemies. Shortly 
before Christmas 1192, Richard is taken prisoner by Duke Leopold of 
Austria. Kept prisoner for several months, the king is then handed over 
to Henry VI, the Holy Roman Emperor. Talks between Richard’s mother 
Queen Alienor and Henry VI last for months, but finally reach a bitter 
agreement. The extortionate sum demanded to free the king will empty 
the treasury and bleed England dry. Crowned for a second time to wash 
away the shame of his captivity, Richard restores order in England. 
His next task is to recover territories lost to Philippe Capet, and to 
re-establish his dominance over the French king.

Leigh Hosy-Pickett
Up in Smoke
Stories from a Life on Fire

Leigh Hosy-Pickett has seen it all in his 25 years as a firefighter. He’s 
battled infernos and pulled people from the wreckage of twisted metal 
but the closest he ever came to death was at the hands of a confused hen 
do. Now he’s here to tell us the funniest, most eye-opening and moving 
stories from a life lived amongst the smoke. From blazes involving sex 
toys, to navigating cannabis farm security measures, this brilliantly warm 
and entertaining book by a third-generation firefighter is a celebration of 
the everyday heroism of our fire service. There will be laughter, there will 
be tears and there will be lots of cakes.

Jacquie Bloese
The French House
A sweeping love story set against the backdrop of the 
German Occupation of Guernsey during World War Two

Left profoundly deaf after an accident, Émile is no stranger to isolation 
– or heartbreak. Now, as Nazi planes loom over Guernsey, he senses life 
is about to change forever. Trapped in a tense, fearful marriage, Isabelle 
doesn’t know what has become of Émile and the future she hoped for. 
But when she glimpses him from the window of the French House, their 
lives collide once more. Lieutenant Schreiber is more comfortable wielding 
a paintbrush than a pistol. But he has little choice in the role he is forced 
to play in the occupying forces – or in his own forbidden desires. As their 
paths entwine, loyalties are blurred and dangerous secrets forged. But 
on an island under occupation, courage can have deadly consequences...
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Alice Hoffman
The Book of Magic
An unforgettable conclusion to the beloved  
Practical Magic series

For centuries, the Owens family has been cursed in matters of love. When 
beloved aunt Jet Owens hears the sound of the deathwatch beetle, 
she knows that it is a signal. She has finally discovered the secret to 
breaking the curse, but time is running out. She has only seven days  
to live. Unaware of the family’s witchcraft lineage and all it entails, one 
of the young sisters of the new Owens generation has fallen in love. As 
the curse strikes once again, her love’s fate hangs in the balance, spurring 
three generations of Owens to venture back to where it all began and use 
their gifts to break the spell that has marked all their lives. But doing so 
threatens to destroy everything the family has fought so hard to protect. 
How much will they give up for the 
greatest gift of all?

Read by Candida Gubbins
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Andy McDermott
Empire of Gold
When archaeologist Nina Wilde and her husband, ex-SAS soldier Eddie 
Chase, are given the chance to work on an Interpol investigation into 
smuggled artefacts, they are stunned to realise that the artefacts hold 
clues to the location of a lost Inca settlement hidden somewhere in 
South America. It soon becomes clear that finding the settlement may 
only be the start of their incredible quest. One which, astonishingly, 
may lead them to one of the greatest legends of all time: El Dorado – 
the mythical city of gold. Nina and Eddie are not alone in their search. 
Deep in the jungles of Venezuela, they face corrupt soldiers, murderous 
revolutionaries and ruthless drug lords who will stop at nothing to obtain 
the city’s treasures. With so much at stake, what price will they pay for 
the greatest of fortunes?

Peter Ritchie
Where Angels Rest
The arrest of a Finnish contract killer and the subsequent murder of 
an Edinburgh reporter seem unconnected – until a ghost from the  
past appears in the investigation. The horrors of past misdeeds in 
Northern Ireland, contract killers, military secrets and organised-crime 
feuds collide on the streets of Edinburgh and the Irish Republic,  
drawing Detective Grace Macallan into brutal score-settling on Dublin’s 
streets and a life-or-death race against time.

Sascha Rothchild
Blood Sugar
She’s accused of four murders. She’s only guilty of three...

When Ruby was a child, she saw a boy from her school struggling 
against the ocean waves while his parents were preoccupied. Instead of 
helping him, Ruby dove under the water and held his ankle down until he 
drowned. She waited to feel guilty for it, but she never did. And, as Ruby 
will argue, guilt is like eating ice cream while on a diet – if you’re already 
feeling bad, why not eat the whole carton? And so, the bodies start to 
stack up. Twenty-five years later, Ruby’s in an interrogation room under 
suspicion of murder, being shown four photographs. Each is a person 
she once knew, now deceased – including her husband, Jason. She is 
responsible for three of the four deaths...but it might be the crime that 
she didn’t commit that will finally ensnare her.
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Karen King
One Summer in Cornwall
When Hattie is made redundant and evicted from her flat in one horrible 
week, she needs time to think. Her Uncle Albert left her and her father 
each half of Fisherman’s Rest, his home in the Cornish town of Port 
Medden, so this seems the perfect place to escape to until she can figure 
things out. As Hattie stays in the cottage, clearing it out, tidying it up 
and getting it ready to sell, she starts to find her feet in Port Medden 
and making a new home here begins to feel right. If only her dad didn’t 
need a quick sale and things weren’t complicated by her unwelcoming 
neighbour Marcus...

Read by Simon Mattacks
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Ewald Arenz
Tasting Sunlight
Teenager Sally has just run away from a clinic where she was to be treated 
for anorexia. She’s furious with everything and everyone, and wants to be 
left in peace. Liss is in her forties, living alone on a large farm that she 
runs single-handedly. She has little contact with the outside world, and 
no need for other people. From their first meeting, Sally realises that Liss 
isn’t like other adults; she expects nothing of Sally and simply accepts 
who she is, offering her a bed for the night with no questions asked. 
That night becomes weeks and then months, as an unlikely friendship 
develops and these two damaged women slowly open up – connecting 
to each other, reconnecting with themselves, and facing the darkness in 
their pasts through their shared work on the land.
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Sophie Claire
An Escape to Provence
When cynical divorce lawyer Daisy Jackson unexpectedly inherits a 
ramshackle farmhouse in Provence, she sets off for the French countryside 
to oversee renovations herself. But Gabriel Laforet has other ideas. A local 
builder with ties to the property, Gabriel is determined to see Daisy off 
and preserve the characterful, charming farmhouse – which, but for a 
missing will, he knows is rightfully his. When the two meet, it’s clear they 
couldn’t be more different: Gabriel has lived in the small country village 
all his life; Daisy is a city girl whose career means everything. Yet they’re 
inexplicably drawn to each other. Perhaps Daisy can trust him with her 
carefully guarded heart after all? But Gabriel is still searching for the 
missing will – and in doing so, risks upturning everything he and Daisy 
have started to build together...
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Erin Green
Sunny Stays at the Shetland Hotel
Pippa has long felt like the odd one out in her family. Taking a job driving 
a mobile bakery van around Shetland’s villages gives her a sense of 
freedom and purpose, but also makes her realise how much she wants to 
belong. Natalia has recently returned to Lerwick hoping to reconnect with 
an old flame. But she’s engulfed by loss and rejection when she hears 
that he’s moved on, and Natalia’s world is turned upside down. Autumn 
is dedicated to her job in hospitality and relishes her role as general 
manager of Lerwick Manor’s new hotel. No guest request is too big or 
too small, but her own unrelentingly high standards could push Autumn 
to her limits. Will the beauty of Shetland help these three women find the 
friendship, support and healing that they all need?
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Emma Cooper
It Was Always You
Would you choose a different life if you had the chance?

A teenage Ella sat around a bonfire drinking with her future husband 
and her oldest friend Cole. As midnight approached, Ella wandered away 
from the group and found herself leaning against a derelict archway 
before passing out. The next day, Ella remembered fractured images of a 
conversation with a woman in a green coat and red scarf but dismissed 
it as a drunken dream. Twenty-three years later, with her marriage to Will 
in trouble, and Cole spiralling out of control, Ella opens a gift which turns 
her life upside down: a green coat and red scarf. When she looks in the 
mirror, the woman from the archway is reflected back at her. As the last 
Sunday in October arrives, Ella is faced with a choice. Would she choose 
a different life, if she could do it again?

https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399111676
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399111034
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399110402
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399111997
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Jane Turner
The Way From Here
When Kate’s younger daughter Ella goes off to university, she realises her 
life has become consumed by the minutiae of family life. In her ‘empty 
nest’, Kate starts to wonder: what now? Decades after abandoning her 
university hobby of rowing, Kate gingerly joins a local ladies rowing team 
and rediscovers her passion for the pleasing rhythmic sensation of paddle 
slicing through water. More than anything, though, Kate finds that the 
team of strong women bring new adventures and unlikely friendships she 
hadn’t even realised she missed having...

Holly Williams
What Time is Love?
The epic love story of the year that everyone will be 
talking about

1947. 1967. 1987. When Violet and Albert first meet, they are always 
20. Over the years, Violet and Albert’s lives collide again and again: 
beneath Oxford’s spires, on the rolling hills around Abergavenny, in 
stately homes and in feminist squats. And as each decade ends, a  
new love story begins... Together, they are electric and the world is 
glittering with possibility. But against the shifting times of each era, 
Violet and Albert must overcome differences in class, gender, privilege 
and ambition. Each time their lives entwine, it will change everything. 
As their eyes first meet, for a split-second it’s as if the clocks have 
stopped. Nothing else matters. Yet 
whichever decade brings them 
together, Violet and Albert are 
soon forced to question: what if 
they met the right person at the 
wrong time?

Reader to be confirmed

11 hours 20 minutes

HISTORICAL FICTION
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Barbara Nadel
Bride Price
‘Ikmen is one of modern crime fiction’s true heroes’ The Times

When jeweller Fahrettin Muftugolu is found dead in his apartment, it 
looks like suicide. Searching the jeweller’s home, Inspector Mehmet 
Suleyman and his team come across a hoard of extraordinary artefacts 
including solid gold religious relics and a mummified human head. But 
are they real and, if so, who owns these priceless possessions? As his 
colleagues begin their investigation, Suleyman is distracted by troubles of 
his own. His wedding is days away, but when his fiancée’s bridal bedcover 
arrives covered in blood, she sees this as a curse on their marriage. 
Suleyman asks his old friend Cetin Ikmen to help him uncover the truth. 
Meanwhile, as the stories swirling around Muftugolu become increasingly 
sinister, the dead man’s wife appears, laying claim to his valuables, and 
Suleyman is drawn into a dark and 
dangerous world of smuggling  
and savagery...

Read by Seán Barrett

11 hours 50 minutes
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Kate High
The Missing Wife and the  
Stone Fen Siamese
Driving home from a ceramics evening class, Clarice Beech reflects on the 
absence of one of her students, Colin Compton-Smythe. Later, Emily, 
Colin’s daughter, telephones to say her father has died during routine 
surgery. Distraught, Emily opens up to Clarice about his wretched 
childhood and the day five-year-old Colin returned home to discover his 
mother gone. Colin never believed she would have left without him and 
had been trying to find out more about her disappearance. Clarice soon 
becomes drawn into the fractious world of the Compton-Smythe family 
and the closer she gets to the truth the greater somebody is intent that 
the mystery of the missing wife should never be resolved.
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Read by Charlotte Strevens

9 hours 35 minutes

MYSTERY

https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399112314
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399110914
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399111232
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=AU&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781399111263
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Katie Cotton
The Secret of Splint Hall
1945. War has ended, but for sisters Isobel and Flora the struggles still 
continue. They’ve lost their father, had their home destroyed in a bombing 
raid, and now they must go to live with their aunt and her awful husband 
Mr Godfrey in their ancestral home of Splint Hall. From the moment of 
their arrival it seems that this is a place shrouded in mysteries and secrets. 
Who are the strange men who arrive with packages at night? What is the 
source of the strange blue sparks coming from the ground? And why do 
the locals seem to hate their family so much?

Read by Julia Barrie

9 hours

HISTORICAL MYSTERY Age 9+
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Holly Rivers
The Boy in the Post
Orinthia and Séafra Shalloo accept a summer job from the eccentric 
Grandy Brock, who has collected a menagerie of furry and feathered 
posties known as animails. The children are especially fond of Geronimo, 
a homing pelican. But when the big bird fails to return from a delivery, 
their little brother Taber is devastated; so much so that he mails himself 
to New York, where Geronimo was sent. Orinthia and Séafra follow suit, 
stealing a precious stamp and hopping in a freight crate – and soon all 
are embarked on an extraordinarily daring first-class adventure...

Read by Susie Trayling

7 hours 30 minutes

ADVENTURE Age 9+
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Emma Beswetherick
The Magic Ocean Slide &  
The Giant Conker
The Magic Ocean Slide. On the hottest day of the year, Katy, Cassie and 
Zia imagine a water slide coming out of Katy’s bedroom window. As 
they plunge into an underwater world, they can’t wait to explore. But 
when they meet a dolphin in distress, they realise the ocean is in big 
trouble.  The Giant Conker. The friends’ latest adventure takes them to an 
enchanted forest where they set out in search of the biggest conker in the 
world. But the trees around them are dying – and where are the animals? 
The girls must try to work out a way to help...

Antonia Barber
The Amazing Mr Blunden
When you come to the house, you will hear strange tales. They will tell you 
in the village that it is haunted, but you must not be afraid. When the time 
comes...you will know what to do. Mr Blunden’s words echoed through 
Lucy’s ears as she explored the house. It was so old that it seemed to Lucy 
as though it had a life of its own that continued to exist just beyond the 
reach of her eyes and ears. Did Mr Blunden, who had offered their mother 
the job of caretaker, mean to help them – or hurt them?

Read by Daniel Coonan

5 hours 50 minutes

FANTASY Age 7+
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Read by Hayley Wareham

2 hour 20 minutes
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Laurel Remington
The Polka Dot Shop
When Andy’s school announces a new no-uniform policy, her classmates 
are over the moon – but her heart sinks. All she wants is to dress like 
everyone else. However, her mum’s the owner of a run-down kooky 
vintage boutique, so she’s bound to look – well – different. But when 
Andy finds a gorgeous bag full of designer goodies in the shop’s 
storeroom, everything changes. Can she learn to love vintage, and help 
transform her mum’s shop into something truly special?

Read by Penelope Rawlins

7 hours 10 minutes

GENERAL FICTION Age 10+
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A.F. Steadman
Skandar and the Unicorn Thief
Thirteen-year-old Skandar Smith has only ever wanted to be a unicorn 
rider. To be one of the lucky few selected to hatch a unicorn. To bond 
with it for life; to train together and race for glory; to be a hero. But just 
as Skandar’s dream is about to come true, things start to take a more 
dangerous turn than he could ever have imagined. A dark and twisted 
enemy has stolen the Island’s most powerful unicorn – and as the threat 
grows ever closer, Skandar discovers a secret that could blow his world 
apart forever...

Read by David Dawson

10 hours 45 minutes
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Rachel Delahaye
Little Owl Rescue
A trip to the fairground turns into a rescue mission when Fliss finds 
herself in a strange forest. She watches an owl and three owlets by a 
stump: what must once have been a tall tree housing their nest. The 
mother gathers her chicks and flies away – but the smallest can’t quite 
manage to leave the ground, and is left behind! Fliss knows she has to 
save the abandoned owlet. But with night drawing in and dangerous 
creatures all around, Fliss is going to need her tiny friend’s help as much 
as it needs hers...

Emily Critchley
The Bear Who Sailed the Ocean  
on an Iceberg
One evening, Patrick discovers a polar bear – in his parents’ freezer!  
How did Monty – official name, Wilbur Ambrose Cedric Barnaby 
Montague the Third – get there? He talks like he might have swallowed a 
dictionary as well as a library, he has read more books than Patrick knew 
existed...and his stomach is always rumbling. ALWAYS. But how on earth 
is Patrick going to feed him on pocket money that doesn’t stretch much 
further than a few tins of sardines?

Read by Peter Kenny

5 hours 20 minutes

GENERAL FICTION Age 9+
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Read by Helen Keeley

1 hours 20 minutes
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Karen Owen
Major and Mynah
Odd things are being stolen all over town – a bicycle, swimming trunks, 
the school’s tractor mower. Nine-year-old Callie Major has other things to 
worry about: number one being her dreaded new hearing aids – or, as she 
prefers to call them, ‘the Slugs’. But when she meets Bo, an abandoned 
Mynah bird, she discovers something amazing. Without her hearing aids, 
all the sounds Bo makes are merely chirping; when she’s wearing them, 
though, she can hear him talk to her! Can she use her magical Slugs to 
help catch the thief and save the day?

Read by Aimee Goodall

1 hour 10 minutes

GENERAL FICTION Age 7+
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Eloise Smith
Sister to a Star
Evie is forever crossing swords with her twin. While she practises her 
after-school fencing, Tallulah is winning movie auditions. Neither of them 
could have imagined how their worlds would collide; but when Tallulah 
goes to Hollywood, Evie goes too – as her sister’s identical stand-in.  
And everything changes when the film needs some all-action sword-
play. Now Evie’s the one enjoying the limelight – that is, until Tallulah  
goes missing...

Elen Caldecott
The Blackthorn Branch
Cassie’s older brother Byron has fallen in with the wrong crowd; boys 
who are wild, reckless, and not even human at all. They are ‘tylwyth teg’ 
– Fair Folk – who tempt humans down into the dark places of the world. 
And Byron is tempted. When he goes missing, Cassie and her cousin 
Siân follow his trail into Annwn, the underworld. Here they find that the 
tylwyth teg are restless – and angry. Their leader Gwenhidw wants to 
protect Annwn from the damage humans are doing to the world, and 
Byron is part of her plan. Can Cassie rescue him before it’s too late?

Neill Cameron 
Freddy the Superstar
Freddy’s life is...mixed. He’s a superpowered robot – YAY! Who also has 
to go to school – BOO! But when Freddy and his pals gets involved in 
the school science fair, his robot abilities mean he’s suddenly the centre 
of attention! Which Freddy 100% loves. Will he let this brush with fame 
go to his head? Of course he will! But that might not go down so well 
with his friends...

Read by Claire Morgan

6 hours 20 minutes

FANTASY Age 9+
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Read by Isaac Stanmore

2 hours 30 minutes
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COVER TO BE REVEALED

COVER TO BE REVEALED

Read by Claire Morgan

6 hours
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